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INTRODUCTION 

The Legend of Zelda, IQ Test is a fanmade game or a so called modification of 
the SNES classic A Link to the Past. It was made by PuzzleDude and the ASM 
was written by Conn. They used the original game as a base and remodeled it. 
Such modifications are also called hacks or romhacks, since the authors used the 
SMC file (ie a rom) as a base to »hack« its gfx, overworlds, dungeons and they 
even added new code. 

A Link to the Past                   IQ Test 

GAME DESCRIPTION: 
Have you ever wondered, how smart you are? Time to test it out with this 
unconventional Zelda hack, which will test the limits of your intuitive and 
logical thinking. 

This is a short and yet complete hack of Zelda3, with the main goal to force the 
player to think. In addition new ASM codes have been inserted. These codes 
made some fantastic new puzzles and items possible, not seen in the original. A 
lot of gfx has also been changed. Some later parts of the game will however 
require good old sword to sword action. May the Einstein be with you. 

WHERE TO GET THE GAME: 
http://www.romhacking.net/hacks/2575/ 

http://www.zeldix.net/t865-zelda3-iq-test 

Follow the included Readme instructions on how to patch and play the game. 
You are required to own the original Alttp Rom. 
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NOTE 01 (IMPA'S REVENGE) 
 
A) Terminology 
 
This dungeon is algorithm based. Let us first take a look at the terminology: the 
U means go Up through the door or screen transit, D is Down, L is Left and R is 
Right. While the W means step on the Warp that you currently see. The comma 
is simply a pause to better understand a long code and its sections. 
 
 
B) Puzzledude's algorithms for solving the entire dungeon 
 
– RW + take key 
– WWL 
– WW 
– U (unlock the small door in the process) 
– LDLU + step on the staircase 
 
– W (hidden under the Rocklops enemy) 
– take the small key on bg2 in the same room 
– UWUU 
– U (unlock the door in the process) 
– L (reached second part) 
 
– W, DWW, RWW 
– LW, LW, U + take the small key-1 
 
– DW, RW, RW 
– RRU 
– WWW, UU, WR + take the small key-2 
 
– W, WWW, R 
– D (unlock the door in the process) 
– R (unlock the door in the process) 
– W + take the big key in the chest 
 
– WWW, RU, WWL + take the Hammer from the big chest 
– RW, UU, WWL + use the Hammer on the spheres and take the small key 
– D (shortcut made) 
 
– L (unlock the door in the process) 
– U (unlock the Big door in the process) 
– WRD + drop down the hole to face the Boss 
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NOTE 02 (SCREEN NUMBER 0050) 
 

 
This is where the complex section of Impa's Revenge begins. On the screen you 
can see Link performing the first W of the algorithm: W, DWW, RWW. Thus: 
W, DWW, RWW. The screens then follow the algorithm, so that each screen is 
one algorithm move. 
 
 
NOTE 03 (SCREEN NUMBER 0157) 
 

 
In this room of Nabooru's Revenge you actually need to perform a so called 
dash-jump (not clearly seen in the picture itself). You need to face right and 
press the A button to start running with Shoes. When you hit the statue, the 
bounce will take you across the pit to the left. 
 
Advanced dash-jumping: 
When you don't have enough room to run, the A button will actually made Link 
grab the statue. In this case you need to face up or down, then press A, and then 
turn right to jump left, or turn left to jump right. If you need to jump up or down, 
face left or right first, start running, and then turn up to jump down, or turn 
down to jump up. This will make you dash-jump with ease. 
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NOTE 04 (SCREEN NUMBER 0182) 
 

 
In this room of Nabooru's Revenge Link needs to make it through the maze. 
This is how the room/path looks like. 
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NOTE 05 (TRICK OBJECTS) 
 

 (Screen 0175) 
Here Link needs to walk through the fake statue. Note: This trick is indicated by 
the star on the floor (as suggested by the welcoming text of the dungeon). 
 

 (Screen 0206) 
Here Link is falling down the hidden (trick) hole in the middle of the letter Z. 
Note: This trick is again indicated by the nearby star. 
 

 (Screen 0219) 
Here Link needs to lift the trick soldier-statue, which is actually a hidden rock. 
Note: This trick is again indicated by the nearby star. 
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 (Screen 0225) 
The Fire Rod is hidden in the empty (trick) chest. Note: This trick is again 
indicated by the nearby star. 
 
Importaint: 
There is a way to actually see things as they really are (without tricks). Press the 
number 2 or 1 on the keyboard when playing on the emulator to deactivate the 
appropriate layers in these trick rooms. Then you will see, that the chest is 
actually full. You will also see the trick hole etc. But not everything will be seen 
(such as the trick soldier-statue). 
 
 
NOTE 06 (SCREEN NUMBER 0272) 
 

 
Here you need to re-enter Impa's Revenge to stock on arrows. Then you need to 
select the Magic Mirror and use it to warp back to the entrance (this is not 
clearly seen in the picture itself). 
 
Importaint: 
You can also warp to the entrance, if you are in any other dungeon, but not if 
you are in the cave. The Mirror has no effect on the overworld (this is ASM 
adopt, since in the Alttp you could travel back to light world with it). 
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NOTE 07 (BLOCK TYPES) 
 

 (Screen 0285) 
Standard block. Unlike Alttp the block can be pushed multiple times. It will 
automatically »reset« the floor to the standard floor, thus »erasing« all other 
floor types, such as spike floor, shallow water etc. This block can also cut 
through small fences (only from the appropriate side). But the block can Not be 
pushed if you stand in the shallow water. 
 

 (Screen 0644) 
Water block. This block will reload shallow water under it with every push. 
Fact: You can not push such a block through the L configuration of 2 solid 
blocks (knight move in chess). Strategy: this block is usually pushed twice into 2 
different directions (for instance down and left) before undoing water with the 
standard block. The process is then repeating. 
 
Shortcut pushing: 
There is a way to »cheat« some moves with the water block. If Link is bellow 
the block (and the block is thus above him), the water block can be pushed 
multiple times either left or right, since you can stand on the bottom square, just 
reaching the block to be pushed. So you can push the block while standing on 
solid ground of the lower square, yet the block is moving on the horizontal, 
which is one square higher. 
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 (Screen 0817) 
Stone block. This block will reload another block under it with every push. This 
means it will »spawn« multiple blocks. There is not much you can do with this 
block. The only pattern it can be pushed is to change direction on every move 
and in one global diagonal direction only (for instance up, left, up, left etc). 
 

 (Screen 1190) 
Brown-trail block. This special block makes a brown trail when it is pushed. 
You can walk over this trail, but you can not push a block over it. This basically 
means you need to rethink your strategy before moving this block. 
 
Undoing water: 
Sometimes you need to undo the initial water in the room before you can start a 
puzzle. This is usually done with the standard block by constantly searching for 
the »opposite« dry land square. This will allow you to push the block over the 
water and back again, basically »slicing it down«. With more and more dry land 
every water surface can be undone. 
 
A square of half water and half land (visible on screen 1190) 
This type of square was made to partially prevent the »shortcut pushing« of the 
water block (where indeed such a »cheat-push« would break puzzles). It is 
unique, since you can push the block from it (dry land property), while the upper 
half-water will prevent the »cheat-push«, if the water block is in the horizontal 
above this element. 
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NOTE 08 (SCREEN NUMBER 2095) 
 

 
Here you need to hit the tail of the Mouldrum boss with the sword. This is not 
clearly seen above. The spin attack with the sword is no good, since in this game 
a special ASM is preventing Link to move while charging the sword, otherwise 
the attacks would be too powerful (but you can still hit with the spin, it is just a 
lot more difficult). 
 
It is also required to hit the boss a lot more than in the original game (further 
ASM was done for that), but at the same time falling down the pit will not reset 
the HP of the boss, like in Alttp. 
 
 
NOTE 09 (SCREEN NUMBER 2134) 
 

 
Only when you have 3 Pendants of Knowledge will the timer in this room go 
away and you will thus not be teleported back to the entrance (special ASM was 
written for this feature). 
 
In the original Alttp the final barrier was done a bit different, namely with the 7 
crystals, which opened the door to the final dungeon in the overworld. 
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NOTE 10 (SCREEN NUMBER 2225) 
 

 
In these 2 rooms Link is faced with some maze jumping. This is how it is done. 
 
1st segment (make it to the north-east door) [maze 1]: 
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2nd segment (make it to the corner) [maze 2]: 

 
 
3rd segment (make it to the switch and hit it) [maze 2]: 

 
On the corner you can switch »the matrix«, ie be able to reach the second global 
group of all possible positions. Now you can make it to the switch to lower the 
brown/orange spheres. 
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4th segment (return to the corner) [maze 2]: 

 
You need to return to the corner to swap to matrix 1 again (since this matrix is 
compatible with the door exit, matrix 2 is not). 
 
5th segment (return to the door) [maze 2]: 
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6th segment (make it to the corner) [maze 1]: 

 
Since the brown/orange spheres are now down, you can make it to the corner 
and change the matrix. 
 
7th segment (make it to the south-east door= main goal) [maze 1]: 
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Matrix study [maze 1]: 

 
The matrix is a group of all possible positions in the jumping maze, which are 
compatible, ie can be reached from the current position. You start this room on 
the warping tile (special red marking on the picture). From there you can reach 
only the red marked squares, ie the red matrix (but you can not reach the green 
ones). As you can see the green squares are positioned diagonally according to 
the red ones. You can not pass this diagonal. 
 
But on the place marked with A (ie left-upper corner), you can change the 
matrix from red to green and vice versa. Yet this place is blocked by brown 
spheres, which are up at the time you enter the room. That's why you can not 
reach the door C (green matrix), but only door B (red matrix). So your goal is to 
lower the brown spheres first (in the other room), change the matrix to green and 
then make it to the door C. 
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NOTE 11 (SCREEN NUMBER 2430) 
 

 
Here Link is faced with the standard maze in the dark. Let's analyse the path. 
 

 
As you can see going through the upper door will result in the global dead end. 
You thus need to go on and bomb the wall to come through. Then take the key 
(you can not miss it actually) and make it to the upper warp. 
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NOTE 12 (SCREEN NUMBER 2568) 
 

 
Here you need to first bring the blue spheres up, then perform a dash-jump with 
the Shoes to bounce across the pit. But in mid air you need to press left, 
otherwise you will fall down. 
 
 
NOTE 13 (MORE TRICK OBJECTS) 
 

 (Screen 2633) 
Here you need to lift the trick king-statue. The star indicates this secret. 
 

 (Screen 2643) 
Here you need to hammer the trick stone (twice). The star indicates this secret. 
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 (Screen 2648) 
Here the entire jumping element must be hammered (you can not jump over it). 
 

 (Screen 2651) 
The entire pit is actually fake here. The 2 stars indicate these secrets. 
 
 
NOTE 14 (SCREEN NUMBER 2661) 
 

 
Link is faced with yet another jumping maze. Let's analyse the path. (This time 
we will deal with »inner« and »outer« matrix). 
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The inner matrix path (here you jump only from one inner square to the next). 
 

 
In the outer matrix you jump over jumping elements. On this picture you need 
to first hit the bottom-right switch with the boomerang. Then follow the main 
red path (the green and yellow are the side paths, which you also need to take, 
either for chests or to hit the switches). 
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NOTE 15 (SCREEN NUMBER 2780) 
 

 
In this room Link has to suffer the invisible path across the pit. You need to use 
the Cane of Somaria to identify what is solid and what not. 
 

 Original. 
 

 The hidden floor. 
 

 The floor and the path. 
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NOTE 16 (SCREEN NUMBER 2840) 
 

 
In this room (and three more afterwards) Link has to suffer the invisible wall 
and make it through by guessing the path. 
 
Terminology 
D = down, U = up, L = left, R = right. 
1L means 1 unit left, while the unit matches to one small square on the floor, 
which is as big as the star tile on the picture (or a little less than that). Of course 
sometimes the lengths are not strictly defined. 
 
 
Black room 1 
Algorithm solution (start by standing on the star): 
3D, 3L, 4U, 4L, 1D, 1L, 2D, 3L, 5U, 3R, 2U, 3R. 
 
Visual solution: 

 
Do note, that the spikes on the picture corespond to the wall (which you can not 
pass at all). 
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Black room 2 
Algorithm solution (start at the door): 
2U, 2L, 6U, 7R, 5U, 10L, 4D, 3L, 3D, 
3L, 2U, 8L, 2U, 3L, 3D, jump down, 1D, 5R. 
 
Visual solution: 

 
Do note, that the spikes on the picture corespond to the wall (which you can not 
pass at all). 
 
 
Black room 3 
Algorithm solution (start at the door): 
2R, 3D, lift jar, 1D, 4L, hammer left, 1L, hammer down, 1D, 
hammer down, 2D, 1L, 3D, 5R. 
 
Visual solution: 

           
Do note, that the spikes on the picture corespond to the wall (which you can not 
pass at all). 
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Black room 4 
Algorithm solution (start at the door): 
1R, 1D, hammer D, 2D, 2L, 4D, 2R, 3D, 
2L, 3D, hammer R, 1R, 3D, 4L, 3D, 2R, 3D; 
 

4R, 4U, 5R, 5U, 2L, hammer U, 2U, 1R, 
3U, 5R, 3U, 2L, 3U, 2R, 4U, 3R, 2D, hammer D; 
 

2D, 8R, 4D, 3L, hammer L, 2L, 3D, 5R, 4D, 11L, 3D, 
2R, hammer R, 3R, 1D, hammer D, 2D, 5L, hammer D; 
 

4D, 2R, 4D, 4R, 4U, hammer R, 4R, 4D, 3R, 4U. 
 
Visual solution: 

 
Do note, that the spikes on the picture corespond to the wall (which you can not 
pass at all). 
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Overview of all algorithms for black rooms 
 
Black room 1 
Algorithm solution (start by standing on the star): 
3D, 3L, 4U, 4L, 1D, 1L, 2D, 3L, 5U, 3R, 2U, 3R. 
 
Black room 2 
Algorithm solution (start at the door): 
2U, 2L, 6U, 7R, 5U, 10L, 4D, 3L, 3D, 
3L, 2U, 8L, 2U, 3L, 3D, jump down, 1D, 5R. 
 
Black room 3 
Algorithm solution (start at the door): 
2R, 3D, lift jar, 1D, 4L, hammer left, 1L, hammer down, 1D, 
hammer down, 2D, 1L, 3D, 5R. 
 
Black room 4 
Algorithm solution (start at the door): 
1R, 1D, hammer D, 2D, 2L, 4D, 2R, 3D, 
2L, 3D, hammer R, 1R, 3D, 4L, 3D, 2R, 3D; 
 

4R, 4U, 5R, 5U, 2L, hammer U, 2U, 1R, 
3U, 5R, 3U, 2L, 3U, 2R, 4U, 3R, 2D, hammer D; 
 

2D, 8R, 4D, 3L, hammer L, 2L, 3D, 5R, 4D, 11L, 3D, 
2R, hammer R, 3R, 1D, hammer D, 2D, 5L, hammer D; 
 

4D, 2R, 4D, 4R, 4U, hammer R, 4R, 4D, 3R, 4U. 
 
 
NOTE 17 (SCREEN NUMBER 2952) 
 

 
In this room Link is faced with another normal maze (in the dark). Let's analyse 
the path (which might not be clearly seen from the screens alone). 
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NOTE 18 (SCREEN NUMBER 3049) 
 

 
Here it is not clearly seen, but Link is actually hitting the Helmasaur with the 
Level-3 sword. You need to hit the green symbol on his head. You can also use 
arrows. You must destroy his mask with the hammer or bombs before though. 
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NOTE 19 (SCREEN NUMBER 3312) 
 

 
This trick-statue is something new. You can not lift it, you can not hammer it. 
But you can walk through it, yet only from the upper side vertically down. 
 
 
NOTE 20 (DEFEATING GANON/SHADOW) 
 
This is the same as in the original. Hit him with the sword until he is in the final 
stage, when the torches go out. Light both torches again, hit him with the sword 
and he will turn blue. While he is in this state, hit him with Silver Arrows. 
Repeat this method until he is defeated. 
 
 
NOTE 21 (CREDITS) 
 

               
Lead hacker, PuzzleDude (dungeons, puzzles, ideas, new gfx, debugging, beta 
testing, new texts, uploading, PNG Guide, this document etc). ASM or assembly 
hacking was done by Conn (new weapon – the golden morning star, pyramid 
timer, multipushable block, can not move block while standing in shallow water 
etc). Thanks to Zeldix, the primary A link to the past hacking resource site. 
Original game by Nintendo. 
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